
Minutes of meeting: BAMA GENERAL ASSEMBLY (GA)- CELJE

Held At: Press Room of the KLADIVAR Stadium
CELJE

Date: 21 Sept 2018

19:30 hours

Co- chaired by: JURIJ NOVAK BAMA President
Valeriu Rosetnic BAMA Gen Secretary

ln attendance:

Council members: Zdravka Yordanova BAMA Vice-President (ZYl
Ergan Ozkan BAMA Technical Director (EO)

Delegates of the BAMA Members:

Distribution: All

No Gountrv Representative
1 Albania Rudin Bektashi (RB)

llir Karanxa (lK)
2 Bosnia-Herzegovina Dr Zlatan Hrelja

Elvir Kadri6
(zH)
(EK)

3 Bulqaria Zdravka Yordanova EY\
4 Croatia Zeliko Vrbanc (ZV)

lvan Puk5ar (lP)
5 Greece Odysseas Aqros (OA)
6 Montenegro Gojko Banjevi6 (GB)

Deian Zivkovi6 (DZ)
7 Romania Robertino Tinase (RT)

Dan Marinescu (DM)
8 Serbia Du5ka Lorbek Mandi6 (DLM)
9 Slovenia MiSo Matijevi6 (MM)

Marqareta Gudek (MG)
10 Turkey Nurettin Memur (NM)

ErQan Ozkan (EO)
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0. lntroductory Matters

1. President Jurij Novak welcomes the delegates attending the BAMA Ordinary
General Assembly. A particular welcome is extended to the delegates from Albania
having rejoined the Balkan championships after several years of absence.

2. All BAMA Members except Rep Moldova are duly represented in the statutorily
convened GA and the voting power of each Member is statutorily recorded making a
total of 26.

3. The GA agenda is unanimously approved.

4. The voted delegates for the certification of the Minutes are lvan Puk5ar from Croatia
and Dan Marinescu from Romania.

5. The proposed scrutineers for the ballots are Margareta Gudek from Slovenia and
Odysseas Agros from Greece - unanimouslv accepted.

6.1

6. Proposals bv the Gouncil

To vote on a motion to allow registration in BAMA championships of a BAMA
President's Team made of individual masters from non-BAMA countries.

On behalf of the Council the General Secretary put the case for competitors from
non-BAMA countries to be entitled to awards for their event performance alongside
but not interfering with the ranking of the BAMA masters. Till now they have been
registered to participate only as "Out of Competition" athletes.

The proposal met the special majority margin of 17 votes and passed.
6.2 To revert Art. 5.3 of the Statutes regarding BAMA membership to the initial

12.03.2016 version, meaning that the current Art.5.3 reading

"Any Balkan country becoming official IAAF member becomes BAMA member when
duly applying for membership."

to be replaced by

"The admr.ssion shall be formally valid since the day of unanimous approval in the
General Assembly by the existing Members, foltowing a written application for that
purpose."

The General Secretary put the reasons for this proposal in the inconclusive debate
from the previous General Assembly regarding the application for BAMA
membership of the athletics federation from Kosovo.

With only 14 votes in favourthe proposal didn't meetthe specralmajority margin of
17 required for a change in the Statutes and failed.

7.

7.1

Proposals bv the Members
Relay events to be formally competed between teams from the standard age
categories in masters' championships (5 years reference starting at 35, rather
than the current 10 years span) - proposal by the GMA.

ln support of the proposal OA mentioned the need for compliance with the general
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way age categories are considered in masters' championships at international level
(EMA, WMA) and also statistics compatibility.
ln his intervention ZH mentioned that for Members with smaller representation even
the 10 years reference is difficult to meet. lP commented that the approval of this
proposal would place an additional burden on organizers and the number of relays
should necessarily be declared by the time the entries are closed; comments from
the floor considered that this is not realistic.

The ballot ended with 22 votes in favour (special majority) and the proposal passed.
Balkan relays in BAMACS to be organized every other year alternately with the
classical 4x400m - proposal by the GMA.
In support of the proposal OA mentioned that the 4x400m relay is a classical event
in athletics championships, it is included in the schedule of the EMA /r/MA
championships and there are Balkan masters willing to compete in this event.

The proposal was voted unanimously in favour.
Bids to host the 2019 BAMA championships
This item on the agenda follows the withdrawal of the previously made commitment
from Turkey to organize BAMACS 2019 and the negative assessment of the track of
the Chiginau athletics hall as a potential BAMACI host.

a. Outdoor
EO described the current difficulties in finding a venue to host the 2019 BAMACS in
Turkey: The lzmir City Hall is denying permission to use the big municipal stadium
for athletics competition and the other three stadiums in town are undergoing
refurbishment works unlikely to be completed by September 2019. There is an
expression of interest from the municipality of Kirklareli but further confirmation is
needed as well as getting the support of the Turkish Athletics Federation in the
months to come. Turkey would be firmly in the position to host BAMACS in lzmir in
2020.

Speaking on behalf of the designated BAMACS host for 2O2O lP stated that they are
investigating a possible replacement solution for the 2019 championships to take
place in early July in a Croatian city yet to be confirmed

DM handed over to the delegates two detailed proposals from the Romanian
federation aimed at hosting BAMACI in the spring of 2019 and, respectively,
BAMACS in either late August or September depending on the Members majoriiy
option. For the first time in Balkan masters' history both championships would
include combined events in the schedule.

Giving the uncertainties in the Turkey/Croatia bids and in view of leaving the GA witn 
la firm decision, the,2019 BAMACS hosting was unanimously awardeito Romania,

Croatia would follow^in 2O2O as agreed before and Turkey granted that they would
be able to host the 2021 championihips in a brand new stadium.

b. lndoor
There ex the Romanian to host BAMACI, OA expressed his
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reservations as regards the interest of the Balkan masters to travel twice a year in
the same country, apparently in the same city. Mention was made that according to
the BAMA Statutes organizing BAMACI every year is not mandatory.
The General Secretary recalled that in one message from Turkey in the preceding
months mention was made about possibly organizing BAMACI in lstanbul in 2019.
The Turkish delegates (NM, EO) firmly stated that they would be able to do it,

however with the classical indoor schedule only - no cross country, no long throws,
no combined events.
The two proposals were put to the vote of the GA and with 23 in favour BAMACI in
lstanbul won.

An additional bid was made by Du5ka Lorbek Mandi6 to host the 2020 BAMACI in
Belgrade. The bid was positively received by the GA and registered.

9. Closinq of the General Assemblv

President Jurij Novak closed the GA by extending his thanks to the delegates for
their contribution to the success of the meeting and congratulated Robertino Tdnase
as the coming BAMA President.

Signed by:

President Jurij Novak

Secretary ValeriuRosetnic

Certified by

lvan Puk5ar

Dan Marinescu
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